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Abstract 

 

We describe a representation targeted for anatomic objects which is designed to enable strong 

locational correspondence within object populations and thus to provide powerful object 

statistics. The method generates fitted frames on the boundary and in the interior of objects and 

produces alignment-free geometric features from them. It accomplishes this by understanding an 

object as the diffeomorphic deformation of an ellipsoid and using a skeletal representation fitted 

throughout the deformation to produce a model of the target object, where the object is provided 

initially in the form of a boundary mesh. Via classification performance on hippocampi shape 

between individuals with a disorder vs. others, we compare our method to two state-of-the-art 

methods for producing object representations that are intended to capture geometric 

correspondence across a population of objects and to yield geometric features useful for 

statistics, and we show improved classification performance by this new representation, which 

we call the evolutionary s-rep. The geometric features that are derived from each of the 

representations, especially via fitted frames, is discussed. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

If one wants to do statistics, such as classification, on object shape, such the ones shown in  

Fig. 1, it is important that the features used reflect as much as possible agreement on the 

localization of geometric properties held in common across the population. This characteristic is 

called correspondence. We compare two categories of object representations used for producing 

such object correspondences, given smooth-boundaried object samples in the training and test 

sets specified by a relatively dense boundary mesh. Of the 3D object representations that have 

been claimed to be promising for statistics, the two most promising categories are the ones we 

study: 

 

1. Diffeomorphisms over 3D space derived via an LDDMM algorithm from the object mesh 

vertices [Durrleman 2014] or from the binary images describing the objects [Zhang 

2019]; these are represented respectively by momentum images or initial velocity images, 

i.e., 3D arrays of vectors, with the 3D space covered by the array containing the objects. 

 

2. The skeletal representation called evolutionary s-reps described in this paper and with 

more history and details in [Pizer 2022]; in 3D these are represented by a 2D spatial 

skeletal grid in which at each grid-point a collection of directions and lengths from the 

skeleton to the boundary are provided (Figs. 2 and 3). From these, fitted-frame-based 

curvatures and inter-grid-point lengths are derived. 

 
1 This paper is associated with a companion paper: Vicory et al., Fitting, Extraction, and Evaluation of Geometric 

Features 
2 Posthumously 
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For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we restrict ourselves to objects of spherical topology that 

have no notable subfigures that form separable protrusions or indentations (see Fig. 1). These are 

called “slabular objects, more precisely defined as objects for which a swept sequence of planes 

do not intersect within the object [Damon 2021]. 

 

 

 

          
 

Figure 1. Target objects used in this study: A hippocampus (left) and a smoothed mandible 

(middle), both of which are slabular. Also shown on the right is the mandible, which is non-

slabular before it was smoothed.  

 

In this paper we focus on the theoretical and conceptual aspect of our approach. Our companion 

paper [Vicory 2024] focuses on the experimental and computational aspects that allow for 

derivation of our s-reps and the diffeomorphisms to be derived from input object boundary 

meshes, for the geometric features to be calculated from the geometric representations, and for 

the comparisons via classification performance to be achieved. 

 

Achieving statistical correspondence over a population of objects has been approached in two 

ways:  

 

A. Defining correspondence via an information-theoretic measure such as entropy on the 

basic boundary representation and optimizing that measure for the given training 

population Cootes 2001; Cates 2007]. Due to the large number of boundary features per 

object and the large number of objects in the collection of objects used to train the 

statistics, this approach has been found unwieldy and does not always achieve a global 

optimum.  

 

B. Using a form of representation seen to richly reflect object geometric properties, to fit 

this to members of the object population, to build the statistical approach of interest based 

on the derived features, and to empirically determine the quality of the representation by 

measuring the statistical performance using those features.   

 

This paper uses this latter approach on the two geometric representations listed above: 

diffeomorphisms’ momenta or initial velocities and s-reps features, with the s-reps approach 

having two variants: one produced in the work of Z. Liu [2021] in which the deformation from 

an ellipsoid to a target object is directly computed, and the evolutionary method described here, 

in which the fitting occurs throughout the evolution from the ellipsoid to the target object. The 
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statistical strength of each of the three is measured by classification performance on infants’ 

hippocampi discriminated into autistic and control classes. 

 

Early intuition suggested that the boundary point distribution model (PDM), perhaps with sparser 

spatial sampling than in the input form of the objects, perhaps with correspondence provided via 

spherical harmonics [Styner 2006] might provide a fully adequate form for statistical analysis. 

However, various work measuring effectiveness via various statistical properties [e.g., Hong 

2016, Tu 2016, Liu 2021, Pizer & Marron 2017] has suggested that this is inferior to the two 

derived representations listed earlier, which are designed to capture a richer set of geometric 

properties than boundary locations alone. 

 

The LDDMM technique uses the input boundary mesh points or binary image to first produce an 

alignment over the training and test cases and then from each object’s results to derive a 

diffeomorphism of 3D space that is represented by a relative dense 3D array of vectors called a 

“momentum” or “initial velocities”. Such an array of velocities specifies a geodesic in the space 

of diffeomorphisms and can be understood as a collection of geometric properties on the tangent 

hyperplane to the identity diffeomorphism in the curved manifold of diffeomorphisms. While 

somewhat commonly the momentum or initial velocity vectors are represented as (x,y,z) tuples, 

because of the importance of direction as a feature, we represent each vector as a length and a 

unit vector indicating displacement direction of the associated 3-space point.  

 

Both the PDM approach and the LDDMM approach depend on pre-alignment, which propagates 

its error into the determination of correspondence. Also, they both ignore geometry related to the 

object interior, such as a) the curvature information of the 2D object shown in Figure 2 and  

b) the fact that that object is understood to have a bulge in the middle. Both the curvature and 

width features can be understood by fitting the boundary with a skeletal axis equipped with 

spoke vectors from the axis to the boundary. Moreover, we will show how the skeleton and its 

spokes can be used to avoid pre-alignment and to capture interior geometric features. 

 

  
 

Figure 2: Left: 2D object with curvature and a bulge, showing as dashed its skeletal (interior) 

axis. Right: “Spoke” vectors from the skeleton to the boundary capturing object width. Together 

the axis and the spokes form an s-rep. Figure 3 shows a similar representation, called an “s-rep” 

for a 3D object. 

 

The s-reps approach is built on the intuition that object width and curvature of the object interior 

as they vary across the object are especially indicative of object shape and the way in which it 

corresponds across a population. As described in [Pizer 2022], the discrete s-rep consists of a 

sampled, folded skeletal surface and non-crossing spoke vectors from those skeletal points to the 

object boundary (see Figs. 2 and 3). In 3D the curvilinear skeleton of the skeleton surface is 
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called the “spine”. In our recent work the s-rep is produced by computing, for any training or test 

object, a diffeomorphism of the closure of the object interior, alone, from a common ellipsoid (in 

2D an ellipse) and applying that diffeomorphism to the s-rep of the ellipsoid. That ellipsoid is 

seen as the most basic form of shape; its Blum medial skeleton is analytically known. 

 

                 
 

Figure 3. S-reps for an ellipsoid (left) and a hippocampus (right, with the top figure showing the 

boundary). Both show the object’s skeleton as the top (“North”) side of a folded surface with 

spherical topology. The s-reps’ spines are shown in bold, and their fold curves are shown in 

yellow. Curves called “veins” proceed from the spine to both halves of the fold. 

 

The s-rep must be fitted to the input boundary in a way reflecting the curvature and width 

features of the object. The first method for doing this via an ellipsoid-based diffeomorphism was 

described by Z. Liu [2021] It involves finding an LDDMM deformation of the ellipsoid 

boundary to the target boundary, applying that to the ellipsoid s-rep, and refining the result to be 

closer to having Blum medial properties. However, our late colleague, James Damon, pointed 

out that the diffeomorphism produced by that method failed to reflect important geometric 

properties: it did not map the ellipsoid s-rep to the target object s-rep in such a way that the 

spoke vectors remained straight nor that the so-called radial distances (fractions of the distance 

along spokes) mapped onto the same radial distances in the target object’s s-rep. Especially 

important was its failure to map the vertices of the ellipsoid, which correspond to the vertices of 

the skeleton, onto ones of the target object, nor did it map the crests of the ellipsoid, which 

correspond to the fold curves of the skeleton, onto crests of the target object. As such, the 

geometric properties of the resulting target s-reps for the training population would be expected 

to lead to poorer correspondence than desirable. This has led us to our new “evolutionary” 

method producing an ellipsoid-based diffeomorphism, which maintains these properties all the 

way through the application of the stages of the diffeomorphism.  

 

Section 2 describes the major mathematical contribution of this paper, the means of deriving 

fitted frames in the closure of a target object’s interior. These fitted frames (see Fig. 4) allow 

alignment-independent geometric features to be derived by using Elie Cartan’s approach [1907] 

of representing curvatures and vectors in the coordinates of the local frame. Also, as with Cartan 

they also allow curvatures to be computed, but here not only on the boundary, which Cartan 

treated, but novelly also in the object interior. In section 2 you will see that the fitted frames 
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depend on the spokes of the s-rep, more specifically on the geometry of the onion skins produced 

by dilating the skeleton by a proportion of the spoke length. Section 2 begins with some further 

description of s-reps. 

 

   
Fig. 4. Left: Fitted frames on two points of an ellipsoid boundary.  

Right: Rotation of a fitted frame in its own local coordinate system. 

 

Section 3 shows how geometric features that are alignment-independent are derived using the 

fitted frames from the s-rep object models*3. After Section 4 briefly describes the LDDMM 

method for computing inter-object deformations*, a method used both in each stage of s-rep 

fitting and as a common method for statistical shape analysis, section 5 overviews the method of 

fitting an s-rep to each of the objects in a sample set. Section 6 focuses on the results of our 

comparison experiment after overviewing the classification method we used for comparing the 

four object modeling approaches, the data that we used for the comparison, the geometric 

features derived from the LDDMM deformations, and the method for judging classification 

performance*. Section 7 presents the relative strengths of the methods we are comparing and 

discusses the lessons on producing correspondence that were learned in this work and the 

limitations of our conclusions. As well, it describes the challenges ahead for making the s-rep 

based method of providing correspondence work on geometric entities of more complicated 

shape. 

 

2. Interior Frames from Object Boundaries for Statistical Analysis of Skeletons 

Because pre-alignment of the objects in the population pollute the production of corresponding 

geometric features, we wish geometric features that are independent of the object alignment 

(rotation and translation). We also want those features to richly characterize the object shape 

throughout the closure of its interior. To this end we describe a set of fitted frames computed at 

s-rep-associated discretely sampled points in that closure of the object interior, such that each 

geometric feature, at a point, is computed to be in the coordinate system provided by the fitted 

frame at that point. These s-rep-based fitted frames provide both of the aforementioned desired 

properties. 

 

As shown in Fig. 3 and presented briefly earlier, a discrete skeleton of an s-rep for a slabular 

object consists of a grid of points on a collapsed version of the target object’s boundary points 

into a surface folded onto itself that is smooth except at its fold. Associated with each skeletal 

point is a spoke vector to the boundary, such that the spokes fill the object interior and do not 

cross in that interior. That is, the skeleton is an entity with spherical topology that is folded in 

such a way that each non-fold point on its “north” side is co-located with a point on its “south” 

side. The spokes emanating from the fold connect to a crest point on the object, and the spokes 

 
3 Details of all of the materials marked by an asterisk are covered in the companion paper [Vicory 2024]. 
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from the vertices of the fold map onto vertices of the object. This behavior is important in 

making the s-rep richly represent the object’s geometric properties. Section 5 shows how this 

behavior is accomplished for each object in the population. 

Given that each object in the population has an s-rep in correspondence, this section lays out the 

important mathematical objective of producing fitted frames on the objects’ interiors’ closures, 

allowing geometric features to be based on their local fitted frames and thus not depend on pre-

alignment. This capability of generating geometric features of curvature and inter-position 

distance by the use of local fitted frames was pioneered by mathematician Eli Cartan in his 

breakthrough 1907 paper [Cartan 2007]. But those frames were produced only on object 

boundaries. Here we show how to use the s-rep to produce frames in the object interior as well. 

 

First, we demonstrate a set of s-rep based intra-object coordinates4 that lead to a correspondence 

that is insensitive to uniform widening 1) across the s-rep spokes, 2) along the long axis of the 

object, and 3) across the skeleton from one fold side to the other.  The first of these coordinates 

is Damon’s [Damon 2008a] radial distance, which is the fraction of the distance along the spoke 

from the skeleton to the boundary. We denote this coordinate 2; its value  [0,1], being 0.0 at 

skeleton and 1.0 at boundary. The second coordinate is cyclic along the spine of the s-rep, 

passing along the north side of the spine and back along the south side of the spine. We denote 

this coordinate , which we take to be 0 at the center of the spine and proceed E to W (see Fig. 5) 

counterclockwise to /2 at one skeleton vertex (whose spoke touches a boundary vertex), then 

along the south side of the skeleton to 3/2 (-/2) at a second skeleton vertex, and the back along 

the north side to 2 (=0). The third coordinate captures distance from the spine along the veins as 

fraction of their length, together with a flag indicating which side of the spine the vein is. We 

denote this coordinate 1  [0,1 ]. Veins are loci on the north side of the skeleton. All of these 

coordinates are fractions, so they already are not sensitive to uniform scaling respectively in the 

principal length of the object (~the spine length), in the cross-object (veins) width, and in the 

short-axis width (spoke lengths). 

 

Importantly, every position in the closure of the interior of an object has a unique value of 

(,1,2). Moreover, if the s-rep fitting is adequately reflective of the object geometry, this  

3-tuple should be used as the basis for correspondence. Any position in one object that has a 

particular value of this tuple is taken to be in correspondence with that with the same tuple value 

in another object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Object coordinates for ellipsoid and hippocampus. 

   

As Damon described, level sets of the radial distance 2 form onion skins (Fig. 6). Our 

contribution is to let the geometry of the sequence of onion skins determine the fitted frames 

 
4 These coordinates are specified slightly differently in [Pizer 2022]. 
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F(,1,2) throughout the closure of the object interior (Fig.7). Then the geometric features based 

on these frames are computed at a grid of points throughout the object, including on the skeleton, 

in the interior other than the skeleton, and on the boundary. 

 

   
Fig. 6. Onion skins of a hippocampus  

 

      

Fig. 7. Fitted frames. Left: on the skeleton. Middle: on onion skin at 2=0.5. Right: on the 

boundary 

 

In the studies for this paper the fitted frames will be calculated along each spoke for 2 (radial 

distance) values of 0.0 (the skeleton), 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 (the boundary position of the 

spoke), where the negative values refer to spokes on the south side. The normal to the onion skin 

there and the pure  direction in the tangent plane to the onion skin are computed using small 

shifts of the relevant spokes, with the shifted spokes computed using the spoke interpolation 

described in [Liu 2021]. 

 

3. Geometric Features Derived from Fitted Frames 

 

The geometric features that we will use to characterize any object are all derived from its s-rep. 

There are three types of features: local frame curvatures of the onion skin at any onion skin 

point, local vectors describing positional shifts between onion skin points, and, at each skeleton 

point (with the northside and southside skeleton points taken as being different) the spoke vector 

and the frame curvature between the two ends of the spoke (2=0 and 1.0), taking care that the 

southside skeletal frames are rotations of the corresponding northside skeletal frames). Each of 

the features at an onion skin point are computed in the coordinate system provided by the frame 
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at that point. The spoke-related features are computed in the coordinate system provided by the 

frame at the skeletal end of the spoke. The onion skin points used are all along the respective 

spokes. 

  

Each onion skin curvature at a point on the skeleton (the 2=0 onion skin), interior onion skin, or 

boundary (the 2=1.0  onion skin) can be characterized by the rotation per unit distance between 

fitted frames at adjacent spokes one spoke away in positive and negative offsets in directions 

along the onion skin. At all but skeletal fold points and the interior onion skin points along the 

fold’s spokes, we compute that for two roughly orthogonal directions  and 1; for skeletal fold 

points and interior onion skin points along the fold’s spokes, where the curvature is infinite in the 

1 direction, we only compute curvature along the fold along the fold, i.e., the  direction. For v 

either  or 1, the associated curvature at x(, 1, 2) is computed by the rotation between the 

fitted frames at that onion skin’s point that is v away from (, 1, 2) and that onion skin’s point 

that is -v away from (, 1, 2), with the rotation rate about its axis divided by the Euclidean 

distance of x between those two onion skin points. As previously stated, those curvatures are 

given in the coordinate system of the fitted frame at (, 1, 2). So at each onion skin point other 

than the skeletal fold, there will be curvatures computed for two directions, with each curvature 

being a 3-tuple  SO(3); at the skeletal fold there is one curvature 3-tuple computed, along the 

fold. At the skeleton the curvatures are only computed for non-negative 2, the north side of the 

folded skeleton. 

 

Each positional shift at an onion skin points is characterized by the aforementioned inter-x vector 

between the two onion skin points ±v away in s-rep coordinates. So at each onion skin point 

other than the skeletal fold, there will positional shift vectors computed for two directions, with 

each positional shift vector being a 3-tuple  R+× S2; again only one positional shift vector is 

computed along the skeletal fold. The direction components are taken in the local frame at the 

tail of the vector. 

 

Table 1 summarizes the geometric features (including the number of dimensions of each) used in 

s-rep based representation of our s-objects that take part in our comparison experiments. For the 

hippocampi used in this experiment, which are spatially sampled with 61 interior skeletal points, 

of which 6 are along the spine ends’ extension, and 24 skeletal fold points, as shown below, this 

yields a tuple of size 8,076 forming the geometric feature vector. 

To form the final Euclidean features used in the classification, every direction vector is 

Euclideanized by Principal Nested Spheres applied to S2; every curvature is Euclideanized by 

Principal Nested Spheres applied to S3; and every length is Euclideanized by taking its logarithm 

and subtracting the average (over the training sample) of those logarithm values of the very 

length property in question. 
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 Geometric Properties  [# of instances]           # of Dimensions,     its total 

For each skeletal point neither along a fold nor on a spine end or its extension:  

   x( ±/2, 1  1, 2=0):      [61-6 = 55] 

Location x change in the  direction (length and direction)    3 

Location x change in the 1 direction (length and direction)    3 

Curvatures in the  direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 

Curvatures in the 1 direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 

Northside spoke (length and direction)      3 

Northside spoke’s frame curvature between skeleton and boundary   3 

Southside spoke (length and direction)      3 

Southside spoke’s frame curvature between skeleton and boundary   3 24              

For each fold skeletal point,    x( ), 1=1, 2= 0):  [24] 

Location x change in the  direction (length and direction)    3 

Curvatures in the  direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 

Spoke (length and direction)       3 

Spoke’s frame curvature between skeleton and boundary    3  12 

For each skeletal point on a spine end and those on its non-fold extension,    

   x(=±/2, 11,2= 0):    [6 ] 

Location x change in the 1 direction  (length and direction)    3 

Curvatures in the 1 direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 

Northside spoke (length and direction)      3 

Northside spoke’s frame curvature between skeleton and boundary   3 

Southside spoke (length and direction)      3 

Southside spoke’s frame curvature between skeleton and boundary   3  18 

For each non-boundary, non-skeletal onion skin point along a spoke from spine ends and their non-fold extensions,    

            x(=±, 1= 0, 1/3, 2/3, 2= ±1/4, ±1/2, ±3/4):     [2  3  6   = 36] 

        Location x change in the 1 direction (length and direction)    3 

        Curvatures in the 1 direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 6 

For each non-boundary, non-skeletal onion skin point along a spoke from a fold, 

           x( ), 1=1, 2 = +1/4, +1/2,  +3/4):    [24  3  = 72 ] 

      Location x change in the  (for fold) or 1 (for others) direction (length and direction) 3 

     Curvatures in the  direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 6 

For each point on the boundary: x( ), 1= 1/3, 2/3, 2= ±1)  and x(−, 1= 0, 2= ±1) and 

x( ), 1=1, 2= +1)  [24 × 2 × 2 + 13 × 2 + 24 = 146] or along those of the boundary’s spokes at the 3 

intermediate onion skins that are not in the previous two categories [146 × 3 – 36 - 72 = 330] :     

      [146 + 330 = 476]  

     Location x change in the  direction (length and direction)    3 

     Location x change in the 1 direction (length and direction)    3 

     Curvatures in the  direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 

     Curvatures in the 1 direction, i.e., rotations per unit distance    3 12 

Table 1. Geometric properties – computational details are given in the companion paper. 
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4. Diffeomorphisms of 3D Space via LDDMM 

 

The publicly available program called Deformetrica [Durrleman 2014] uses an approach called 

LDDMM (Large-Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping) that is designed to take a 

collection of boundary points (and/or curves or surfaces) in correspondence between a source 

object and a target object and to yield an energy-minimizing diffeomorphism over all of 3-space 

that carries the locations in the source object to their corresponding locations in the target object. 

Its momentum result is represented over an object-containing 3D Cartesian grid (see Fig. 8). It is 

typically preceded by a Procrustes alignment of the individual target objects in a training and test 

population. If an object summarizing the collection of aligned data objects, such as their 

Euclidean mean, is used as the source object, the result for each target object is an array 

surrounding the object, in which each element is a displacement vector capturing how the 

diffeomorphism initializes from the identity. The idea is that the displacement array’s vectors, 

each in a global frame produced by alignment, carries the shape-descriptive geometric features 

that can be used in statistical operations such as classification. In 3D the array of N displacement 

vectors consists of 3N features. More details of the LDDMM methods used in this project are 

provided in the companion paper [Vicory 2024]. 

 

  
Fig. 8. Left: Mean hippocampus in grid of vectors. Right: Target hippocampus in the grid of vectors. 

Application of Deformetrica to each object in the data set computes the diffeomorphism between 

the mean object and that object. 

5. Fitting an S-rep to an Object Boundary 

 

Both the Liu method and the Pizer/Vicory evolutionary method for fitting an s-rep to a target 

object operate on the principle that the input boundary mesh representing each object in the 

population can be smoothly mapped to a common ellipsoid and that the s-rep analytically derived 

from that ellipsoid can be diffeomorphically mapped back to the target object. For the method to 

apply to any object of spherical topology, producing no singularities, we use the conformalized 

mean curvature flow method (CMCF) [Kazhdan 2012] for the forward flow. For each point in 

the target object, that forward flow yields a corresponding boundary point.  
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Very early in the CMCF mapping stages, whatever protrusions and indentations that were on the 

target object disappear. Soon thereafter, the curvatures of the object straighten out. See Fig. 9, 

where the mandible resolves into what we call a “bent hotdog”, followed by its straightening. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Various stages of CMCF applied to a mandible. Far left: the mandible. Left of center: the 

bent hotdog. Right of center: the largely straightened hotdog. Far right: the resulting ellipsoid. 

 

The CMCF is applied in stages increasing from t=0 at the target object. At each stage a boundary 

mesh is computed. However, the mesh points get more and more concentrated at the vertices of 

the smoothed, straightening object, so at each stage we regularize the mesh element sizes to 

achieve the same number of mesh elements at each stage. 

 

For objects that do not have flat sections5, CMCF yields a sphere in the limit, but it nears an 

ellipsoid on the way. And that ellipsoid can be diffeomorphically mapped in an approach 

respecting the s-rep properties [Damon 2021] to the mean of the training objects’ ellipsoids.  

 

At each stage of CMCF the boundary mesh computed is tested for nearness to an ellipsoid. 

Computing when the CMCF is near enough to an ellipsoid, i.e., determining when the flow is 

almost done, defining t=T-1, is done by fitting the flow-applied points to an ellipsoid using 

eigenanalysis of the matrix of second moments about the center of mass of the points. When the 

flow-applied points projected to the fitted ellipsoid have all short enough projection lengths, the 

flow is stopped, but for one final stage, which maps the near-ellipsoid to the actual ellipsoid, 

which we specify as being at stage T. This final step of the mapping from the target object to its 

best fitting ellipsoid is defined by the aforementioned projections. Over all training objects, we 

use a common threshold for closeness to its ellipsoid. 

 

a. Liu method 

 

In the Liu method [Liu 2021] the points on the ellipsoid are mapped back to the points on the 

target object by a single diffeomorphism, which was computed via Thin Plate Splines (due to F. 

Bookstein but best described in [Dryden & Mardia 1998]). This diffeomorphism is then applied 

to the points on the discretely modeled ellipsoid’s skeletal points and its corresponding spoke-

implied boundary points to form vectors in the target object s-rep, i.e., its spokes. However, this 

result has three weaknesses: the implied skeletal points are more irregularly spaced than they 

need to be for correspondence across the training entities, the corresponding spokes at each 

skeletal point have lengths that are less close than they need to be, and the spokes are farther 

from the medially implied objective of orthogonality to the skeletally implied boundary than they 

need to be. 

 
5 A special mapping to an ellipsoid for objects that do have flat sections has been designed by Vicory and Pizer. 
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To ameliorate these weaknesses, as described in [Liu 2021], a second stage modifies the s-rep to 

optimize measures of the properties of weakness. Fig. 10 shows the s-reps at each of the stages 

for a hippocampus.  

 

The means of producing fitted frames, applying the refinement step, and calculation of the 

geometric features is exactly the same as with the s-reps from the evolutionary method. 

   

Figure 10. S-reps from Liu’s method. Left: the first stage s-rep result. Right: the refinement 

stage’s s-rep result  

 

b. The evolutionary s-reps method: a new method for s-rep fitting 

 

Vertices6 and crests7 on a surface are geometrically important loci. From the skeletal point of 

view, crests are surface loci to which spokes from the folds of the skeleton proceed, and vertices 

are the surface points to which spokes from vertices of the fold proceed.  That is, they determine 

the bounding points and curves of the skeleton. The steps of CMCF do not map these 

geometrically important loci onto corresponding loci at any of its stages. However, we wish the 

s-rep to evolve at each of the stages of the backward mapping (deriving a diffeomorphism) from 

the ellipsoid at t=T to the target object at t=0, while respecting the aforementioned properties of 

the skeleton at those fold and vertex points. That is, these points and curve must map back from 

the ellipsoid’s points and curve to the corresponding points and curve on the successive surfaces 

produced from the forward flow, and eventually to the target object. Also, the centers of 

curvatures of the vertices, i.e., the skeleton vertices, should map to each other across the stages. 

In addition, the centers of curvatures of the crest curves, which are the fold curves of the 

skeleton, should map to each other across the stages. 

 

But even this is does not capture enough of the object geometry. The s-reps themselves should 

map back to corresponding s-reps associated with the surfaces associated with the stages, which 

came from the forward mapping. More precisely, the diffeomorphism from stage t to stage t-1 

should map the straight spokes at stage t onto straight spokes at stage t-1, and even more 

strongly, it should map the radial distances on each of those spokes at stage t onto the 

corresponding radial distances at stage t-1. 

 

Thus, the diffeomorphism defining the backward flow (back to the target object from t=T to t=0) 

needs to respect the surfaces produced at various values of t, but it has to respect all of the 

 
6 A vertex is a local relative maximum of convex Gaussian curvature. 
7 A crest point is a local relative maximum along one of the principal directions of one of the principal curvatures  
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aforementioned geometric constraints as it computes this backward flow in a series of stages. 

Then the overall diffeomorphism from the ellipsoid to the target object is produced by 

composing the inter-stage diffeomorphisms. 

 

Fig. 11 shows how the Vicory [2024] program accomplishes the s-rep calculation from its value 

at stage t to its value at stage t-1.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

     

Fig. 11. The s-rep fitting method on a bent ellipsoid. Right to left is forward (CMCF) flow. Left 

to right is the backward (s-rep fitting) flow, from the ellipsoid to the target bent ellipsoid. 

 

At each of the stages, the program has the following pairs between stage t and stage t-1:  

1) the object surfaces; 

2) computed by pre-processing, the crest curves (the ones that were associated with those of 

the ellipsoid) and the corresponding skeletal fold curves;  

3) computed by pre-processing, the vertices (the ones that were associated with those of the 

ellipsoid) and the corresponding skeletal vertices. 

 

Using those, with no specific point-to-corresponding-point matching in the surfaces and crests, 

Deformetrica is used to compute an initial diffeomorphism from stage t to stage t-1. That 

diffeomorphism is applied to the s-rep at stage t to produce an initial approximation to the s-rep 

at stage t-1. 

 

However, just as with the Liu method (which is applied only to the global backward flow 

transformation) this initial approximation for a stage needs improvement to make it a better 

skeletal representation of the object surface at stage t-1. Its skeletal positions need to be 

regularized, both along the fold and within the skeletal grid. Its spokes need to become closer to 

orthogonal to the object boundary, and the skeletal ends shared by spoke pairs need to move in 

the direction of the vector between their boundary ends to become approximately of equal 
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length, In producing near orthogonality, crossing of adjacent spokes must be avoided. And the 

resulting skeletal surface must be smooth. 

 

Once these modifications have been made, a new diffeomorphism between stage t and stage t-1 

can be computed using Deformetrica. This diffeomorphism would respect not only the 

correspondences used to produce the initial inter-stage diffeomorphism for that stage but also 

correspondences between the corresponding s-reps’ spokes points of equally spaced radial 

distance, from 0 to 1. We have used radial distance spacing of ¼; we have used the skeletal spine 

spacing of 12 steps; and we have used vein spacing (crest to crest) of 7 steps. 

 

Fig. 12 shows examples of the s-reps from both the evolutionary method, both for a simulated 

object formed as a bent ellipsoid and for one of the hippocampus samples. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 12. S-rep fitting results from the Pizer/Vicory evolutionary method. 

 

6. Testing via Classification Performance 

 

6.1 Materials 

The objects with which we compare the classification performance of our three methods are 

hippocampi of 6-month olds (see Fig. 3) in two classes: those that developed autism symptoms in 

later years and those that did not. There are 34 cases in which autism developed and 143 in 

which it did not. This challenging classification problem is to predict from a hippocampus 

whether the young patient will later develop autism.  The best of our previous methods on single 

hippocampi for doing this classification have yielded areas under the ROC (AUCs) of around 

0.6. 

 

Each hippocampus was segmented from a registered pair of T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI 

images and is data produced by the IBIS consortium. The meshes forming the data for our 
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methods were produced using spherical harmonic analysis [Styner 2006]. The s-reps we used 

were made of 61 interior skeletal points and 24 skeletal fold points. This leads to a feature tuple  

of size 8,0768 representing a hippocampus. All of these features have been Euclideanized. This 

large number of 8,076 Euclideanized features has been reduced by PCA to 1 less than the 

number of data samples: 177. 

 

For the diffeomorphism method, we have chosen to have a number of starting features from each 

sample to also be much larger than the number of training samples. In particular, we have chosen 

to represent the diffeomorphism in a momentum grid (or initial velocity grid, see below) of  

6 × 6 × 12 with there being a vector at each grid point. The result is a feature tuple of size 6 × 6 × 

12 × 3 = 1296, to which Euclideanization has been applied. Again, this set is notably larger than 

1 less than the number of data samples: 177, a number to which the 1296 features have been 

reduced by PCA. 

 

Two forms of the LDDMM method are evaluated. The first uses Deformetrica between the mean 

object and the target object represented as boundary meshes and yields a momentum grid. The 

second uses a program due to Zhang [2019] between the mean object and the target object 

represented as binary images and yields a grid of initial velocity vectors. In both forms the 

momenta, resp. the initial velocities on deformations from the mean object to the target object 

were used, after Euclideanization, as the geometric features.  

 

However, to avoid a statistically invalid evaluation where the full data is used in forming the 

geometric features, for the LDDMM method the mean was computed over a random quarter of 

both classes of the data and the evaluation was produced by the random holdout method on the 

remaining ¾ of the data. This process was repeated 6 times and the resulting AUC and AUPR 

measures (see below) were averaged over the repetitions. We checked and verified that the 

results were not materially affected by this form of averaging by repeating the experiment with 

the standard approach in the literature in which the mean is computed from the whole data set 

and the random holdouts are applied to the whole data set. 

 

6.2 Methods 

 

We will compare our four representations, LDDMM (in two forms) vs. Liu’s s-reps vs. our 

evolutionary s-reps, in the following way. We will be comparing representations each of which 

has 177 features. Each of its derived representations is used in a classification method to yield an 

Area Under an ROC Curve (AUC) as well as an Area Under the Precision, Recall Curve 

(AUPR), on the basis of which the success of each of the three methods can be judged. The AUC 

is a commonly used measure; the AUPR was chosen due to its lower sensitivity to the imbalance 

between the number of cases of each class. 

 

The method of random holdouts was applied using the classification method entitled Distance 

Weighted Discrimination (DWD) [Marron 2007]. For each holdout, the non-held-out cases are 

used to produce a separation direction in feature space, upon which all of the training cases are 

projected, forming two histograms, one for each class. Using those histograms, the public 

 
8 55 × 24 + 24 × 12 + 6 × 18 +  36 × 6 + 72 × 6 + 476 × 12: see Table 1 
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software for the method called SMOTE [Chawla 2002] was used to form an AUC and an AUPR 

for the collection of holdouts [Liu 2021]. The AUCs over #1000 holdouts produce the overall 

AUC and AUPR for that object representation method. 

 

6.3 Results 

 

Table 2 gives the AUC values for each of the four object representations. 

 

While it is not possible to attach significance levels to these AUC and AUPR values, due to the 

high correlation of the various random holdouts, the results indicate that the superior method for 

producing a representation aimed for statistical analysis is our evolutionary s-rep fitting method 

proposed in this paper. Of course, this result is on only one anatomic structure with respect to 

only one mental disorder, but it nevertheless suggests the superiority of representing the object 

interior using fitted frames, as well as the superiority of fitting s-reps to object boundary meshes 

by deformation of their interior closure from an ellipsoid in a way recognizing maintenance of s-

rep relevant properties throughout the deformation. 

 

 

Representation AUC AUPR 

Evolutionary s-reps 0.73 0.38 

Liu s-reps 0.60 0.34 

Mesh diffeomorphism momenta 0.53 0.23 

Binary diffeomorphism initial velocities 0.58 0.27 

 

Table 2. AUCs and AUPRs for the Pizer/Vicory s-reps, Liu s-reps, and diffeomorphism 

momenta and initial velocities, respectively. For both measures, a larger value shows better 

classification performance. 

 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

This paper described a novel means of generating fitted frames in the closure of an object’s 

interior and then generating alignment-independent geometric curvature and positional spacing 

primitives from those frames. This appears intellectually to be a notable advance, since in this 

application and just a few others [Pizer 2022, Liu 2023, Taheri 2023] it has shown its strength 

for generating statistically useful shape features, not only locally but across inter-object and 

intra-object locations. 

 

The method is based on s-reps fitted to mesh-represented object boundaries in the population in a 

way designed to produced interior correspondence across the instances, at least according to 

geometric features. This novel form of s-rep fitting operates by evolution through each of 

succession of stages by warping an ellipsoid into the object such that the s-rep geometry relative 

to the warping object is maintained. The results of our evaluation confirm this behavior via its 

superior performance in classification based on shape, albeit in only one population of anatomic 

objects. In particular, it suggests that an object representation that highly recognizes the shape 

properties of the object interior, not just globally within the object but locally as well, can 
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produce better statistics than one that is based on the limited properties of the object boundary 

alone. 

 

The program for s-rep fitting made a variety of decisions that might later be upgraded. Moreover, 

the program runs rather slowly; methods for speeding it up, including those based on deep 

learning might be built in future work. 

 

The details of the s-rep fitting method and of the comparison experiment are provided in the 

companion paper [Vicory 2024]. The software underlying the method [Vicory 2018, 2023] are in 

the process of being made available at the Slicer/SALT website: https://salt.slicer.org. 

 

This paper has dealt only with objects that are well characterized by a simple skeleton. It has not 

dealt with the more complicated shapes that have statistically salient protrusions or indentations 

(we call those subfigures) that might need their own skeleton, nor with multi-object complexes. 

As the CMCF forward flow that was applied causes the subfigures in a multifigure complex to 

melt away into the host figures, it appears possible to detect this behavior and represent the 

subfigure and its connection to the host figure skeletally. This approach would allow the 

methodology of s-rep fitting to be applicable to many more objects.  

 

In addition, the method given here need not be restricted to objects with spherical topology. For 

example, extension to objects with toroidal topology might be developed. 

 

As for multi-object statistics, Liu [IJCV] has shown how the within object correspondences in 

such complexes can be extended to descriptions of the inter-object geometry, at least for objects 

that are somewhat separated and roughly parallel. There is much promise in extending that work 

to other multi-object arrangements. 

 

Finally, we return to the matter that motivated the geometric representation proposed here, 

namely correspondence. This is an attractive, open area for further research. Here the 

correspondence was achieved via only geometric features, and there are plenty to consider as to 

other features to add over the features of object interiors (and in other work, inter-object region 

geometric features) considered here. But when the objects come from images, correspondence on 

image intensity features, in object-based coordinates such as the s-rep coordinate system 

presented here, can be important. Other location-based features that depend on the driving area in 

which the objects fall, such as biological features in biomedical problem areas, could be 

important. 
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